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It is our goal to make the Fetish Fair Fleamarket® an event 
welcoming and accessible to attendees with disabilities 
and where people with disabilities are valued and re-
spected.  Here’s some things you can do to help:
•  Ask and wait for an answer before you try to help 
someone. What you assume is helpful may not be.
•  When you encounter someone using a service animal 
do not pet, offer food to, or interact with the animal in 
any way. Do not comment on the dog’s presence i.e. “and 
who do we have here?” They are working hard; you are 
supporting the independence and autonomy they pro-
vide by not distracting them.
•  If you have questions, concerns or need assistance re-
garding access, please stop by the Registration Desk on 
the first floor where wristbands are purchased to contact 
an Accessibility Assistant.

•  In order to make classes more accessible there will be 
designated seating for persons with disabilities in each 
classroom (as well as space for scooters/wheelchairs). We 
ask all FFF attendees to be respectful of these seats and 
make them available for their stated purpose. The seats 
will be released if not needed before each class begins. 
Please be prepared to move chairs to make room for peo-
ple using scooters/wheelchairs, wherever they may wish 
to sit.

NELA is committed to improving accessibility at the Fetish 
Fair Fleamarket®. This effort is a work in progress. Email 
chair@NELAonline.org with suggestions, questions or re-
quests.

*Adapted from “CREATING ACCESSIBILITY” - Creating Change 
2010

An Accessible Flea FFF Private Event and Party 
Policy

NELA does not host play parties at the Fetish Fair Flea-
market®. 
•  Private events* shall be kept inside the guest rooms with 
doors leading to the hall kept closed, and shall not impede/
block any hallway, fire escape or flow of foot traffic.
•  Locations of private events within the hotel may not be 
publicly advertised by any means. This includes online, or 
at tables of vendors/organizations or elsewhere on hotel 
property.
•  Please invite people to your event by direct invitation only.

Violation of this policy may be reason for terminating the 
party or ejection from event areas without refund.

* “Private Events” represents any event, party or other activity not specifically 
sanctioned by NELA or the FFF.

Updated 2013

Safer Sex Booklet
The Safer Sex Booklet is now updated, more comprehensive, and 
includes topics about safer scenes. These include scene etiquette, 
power play, negotiation, and more. Get yours FREE today at the 
Registration Desk or download at:
https://nelaonline.org/publications/safer-sex-booklet

About Photography
Please note that there will be authorized photographers 
present at this event. You should be aware of them if you do 
not want to appear in any picture. All authorized photog-
raphers will have a badge that they will display at all times. 
Please notify Flea personnel if you see any unauthorized 
people taking photographs. Use of cameras or video devic-
es are prohibited. Unauthorized photography or videogra-
phy will result in the device being confiscated and the user 
being removed from the event. If an authorized photogra-
pher asks you to pose for a photo and you agree, be sure 
to sign a photo release form. NELA will try to prevent all 
unauthorized photography and recordings, but remember 
that you are at a public event and you are your own best 
protection. NELA will not be liable in the event that your 
picture is taken.

Volunteers and Staff
Please understand that Flea Volunteers, Event Staff, and 
NELA Board Members are doing their best to provide a safe 
and fun environment for everyone. In the event a person with   
“Event Staff” or “Board of Directors” on their name badge 
asks something of you, remember, they’re only asking to help 
keep the event safe, fun, and within the rules. Thank you for 
your cooperation.

About The Cover
Anthelian is a multimedia creator with work ranging from 
timeless and dreamy, to disturbing, perverse, and off the 
wall.  Visit him at his vendor booth in the Grand Ballroom.

G
eneral Inform

ation
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Special Thanks
•  The Society CT - Bag Stuffing
•  The Planning and Programming Committees 
•  All Volunteers!
•  The staff of the Crowne Plaza and Holiday Inn Express
•  Providence Warwick Convention & Visitors Bureau 
•  Anthelian - Program Cover Art

Rules of Conduct
•  Dress Code: Bare breasts for female bodies and genitals or 
bare butts showing on anyone is prohibited. This includes having 
your breasts/butt covered only by something sheer, transparent 
or translucent.
•  Photographic or recording devices of any kind are prohibited, 
film and/or devices will be confiscated, and you will be asked to 
leave. Authorized photographers will display badges. Please see 
“About Photography” in this program guide.
•  You may briefly try out paddles and floggers on yourself if 
you have permission from the vendor.
•  Public scenes, including soiled diapers, or any sexual activity 
in public is prohibited.  Restrooms are considered public areas. 
•  Smoking is prohibited inside the Hotel. When smoking out-
side, please be courteous to others.
•  Food or drinks are prohibited in vending areas.
•  Admission price is good for entry to all vending areas and 
classes for the day(s) purchased.
•  You must keep your wristband on at all times. Broken wrist-
bands are void and cannot be used for entry.
•  Classes are first-come, first-serve to the limit of the room.
•  This is an 18+ Event. All minors will be refused entry, this 
includes infants.
•  Live animals and non-human pets are prohibited, with the 
exception of service animals.
•  Please respect the privacy of others. What you see here, stays 
here.
Violation of any of these rules may be reason for ejection from 
event areas without refund.

Free and Confidential
HIV and Hepatitis C Testing
Unsure of your status? Stop 
in, get tested and find out 

at the Flea.

Testing provided by:
AIDS Care Ocean State

www.aidscareos.org

Room:
101

Registration Hours

Vending Hours

FRIDAY
5:00pm - 9:00pm

SATURDAY
8:00am - 8:00pm

SUNDAY
9:00am - 3:00pm

SATURDAY
10:30am - 11:00am - Associates Only

11:00am - 6:00pm - Open to All
*Grand Ballroom Foyer Vendors close at 5:30pm

SUNDAY
10:30am - 11:00am - Associates Only

11:00am - 4:00pm - Open to All

* Many vendors are open Friday night on the 
1st floor Vendors Row
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Did You Know?

NELA offers grants to help cover expenses to 
events and for events.  Find out more at:
https://nelaonline.org/general-programs/charitable-giving-grants

Valet Parking Provided by: 

They’re working hard for you.  
Please tip generously.
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Greetings Fellow Kinkfolk,

Welcome to the 42nd Fetish Fair Fleamarket®.  It’s the Meaning of Life!  The Board and volunteers of NELA are delighted 
that you can share in our adventure, and have a wonderful time.  Thank you for being part of this across all these years.

We sincerely want you to have a fun-filled and safe weekend.  Please respect the hotel as if it were your home; playing and 
shopping responsibly goes a long way to achieving that.  Our event has never allowed nudity and we ask that in public 
spaces, especially areas outside our check-points, you exercise good taste.  All of us differ in our abilities and skills, please 
be mindful of those who might not be as agile, or facile.  What we do is based on the cornerstone of consent.  Please be 
sure that it is in everything that you do.  If, at any time, you feel unsafe, uncomfortable, or unwell, please seek out a NELA 
officer, or a member of our Safety Staff, or, if neither is available, a member of the hotel staff.
 
For the first time in a long time, we are in a different venue, so many things might be different (and we hope, better) than 
what has gone before.  If you miss something, and want to see it return, or have ideas on how to make things better, there 
are always the feedback forms, so we might be able to continue to serve you.  We have gone out of our way to make this 
FFF as accessible as possible, please take full advantage of it.  

Flea guests may purchase admission wristbands Friday night from 5pm-9pm, Saturday from 8am-8pm, and Sunday from 
9am-3pm.  NELA Associates have a chance to get a jump on the shopping for a half-hour before everyone has access to 
the vendors at 10:30am on Saturday and Sunday, so if you want that one-of-a-kind thing, or want to beat the crowds, you 
can start then!  Classes and social activities run from a little after 6pm on Friday through 1am Saturday, 9am on Saturday 
through 1am Sunday, and 10am on Sunday through 3:15pm.  Don’t forget, folks, that we do the Daylight Savings Time 
Dance Sunday morning at 2am-3am.
 
Not a NELA Associate yet?  Has your time expired? You can come by our table all weekend and get or update your NELA 
Associate Benefit Card (ABC) which entitles you to free or reduced-rate prices admission to NELA events through New 
England, discounts on merchandise from a number of vendors, and discounts to get into many other non-NELA events.  
NELA’s educational programming and SIG meetings continue year-round, so come out to see us, across the year.  Our 
charitable giving and our support of special programs like the ‘Ayem Willing’ Volunteer Travel Fund and Educational Trav-
el Fund aids not only dozens of kink and kink friendly organizations but helps educate those that might otherwise not be 
able to travel to bring back knowledge from afar. We hope NELA’s advocacy will continue to help the world become a safer 
place for those of us in our vast and varied community to express our sexuality day by day, year by year.

Percy and Jack - Co-Con Chairs of FFF#42

Letter from
 the C

o-C
hairs

If one had to pick a ‘theme’ for NELA leading into the new year, it would be one of transition. 2014 sees NELA relocating 
the Winter Flea to a different town and a new hotel (two of them, actually), with different classes and new vendors, and 
a new group of volunteers and attendees. Additionally, NELA has recently supported the formation of a new NELA SIG 
(special Interest Group), Trans* Spectrum Kinksters, which aims to provide education and community for trans*, gender 
non-conforming, and gender variant folks.
 
This has also been a time of transition for the Board of NELA. Following our recent election, we welcome long-time 
volunteers Dyanne & Rob and Phyllis as new Board members – Rob & Dyanne as the incoming Co-holders of the Secre-
tary position, and Phyllis, as our incoming Member-At-Large. In a similar vein we say goodbye to Kyle as he finishes his 
term as Secretary for the Board. And we’d like to take this time to recognize and thank Danny, our longest-serving Board 
member, for his lengthy and illustrious service to NELA and the community as he steps down from the Board after 15 
years with the organization. We ask that attendees to stop by Danny’s booth, Leather By Danny, at some point during this 
weekend and offer their thanks as well (and maybe their cash, too – he’s got some neat stuff for sale!).  Despite the many 
changes this last year has seen, there is one constant: NELA’s commitment to its mission of education, advocacy, and 
charitable giving. Your presence at the FFF helps support that mission. We’re glad to have you with us.
 
Jack - Chair, New England Leather Alliance
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5:00pm - 9:00pm Registration
Hotel Lobby

6:15pm - 7:45pm

7:00pm - 10:15pm Rope Lounge
Twitch-the-switch, JustDerek - 6th Floor - 632

6:00pm - 9:00pm Photo Lounge
egotwistnh - 607

8:00pm - 10:00pm

10:15pm - 11:30pm

March 7, 2014

Fingering, Figging & Fisting: Anal Play for All
Sarah Slone - Wickford

How to Throw a Whip
Dov - Bristol

NELA Welcome Wagon
Opn - 637

Full Body Spanking 
Roughinamorato - Kingston

Rope 101: The knots and bolts of Bondage
Wyldcat - Greenwich

Sex Positive (What does it mean?)
David Wraith - Barrington

Erotic Hypnosis for the Intensely Curious
Hypnoguru - Wickford

The Art of Feminine Dominance
Midori - Bristol

MAsT-Mass Meeting
Railen Panther - Social Hall

Making and Unusual Fetish Work 
Wintersong - Kingston

Discovering Your Inner Sadist
Murphy Blue - Greenwich

The Way of D/s
Bendyogagirl - Barrington

A Guide to Communications & Negotiations
P.E.T.E.!, GRLee - Wickford

Topping to the Next Level
Max - Bristol

So You Want to be a Slut? 
Aiden Fyre - Kingston

Rope Theory
Trialsinner - Greenwich

Hot! New Ways to Play
SwitchMe - Barrington

C
lass Schedule
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March 8, 2014

8:00am - 8:00pm Registration - Hotel Lobby
9:00am - 10:00am Recovery in the Lifestyle - Social Hall
9:00am - 10:30am

10:00am - 6:00pm Rope Lounge 632

11:00am - 7:00pm Photo Lounge  607
10:00am - 5:00pm Pony Paddock 

Grand Foyer
10:30am - 11:00am Vendors Open

NELA Associates Only
Don’t forget to bring your NELA card

10:45am - 12:15pm

11:00am - 6:00pm
*Grand Foyer vendors close 

at 5:30pm

Vendors Open
Open to All

11:00am - 12:00pm Spankos Meet & Greet - Social Hall
12:00pm - 1:00pm Switches Meet and Greet - Social Hall
1:00pm - 2:00pm NELA SIG: TSK - Social Hall
1:00pm - 2:30pm

Introduction to Violet Wands
Lady Shimla - Wickford

Arm Bindings
Murphy Blue - Bristol

NELA Welcome Wagon
Opn - 637

Sensuous Single Tales
Domino - Rotunda

It Hurts So Good (Hypnosis)
ZanyM - Wickford

Polyamory 101
David Wraith - Bristol

Safer Sex It Up
Sluttydee - 637

Best Kink Advice Nobody Ever Told You
Midori - Rotunda

Found Object Bondage
Trialsinner - Wickford

Compassionate Communication
Bendyogagirl - Bristol

Author Readings
CTan, Laura Antoniou - 637

Beginning Single Tail
Suzanne SxySadist - Rotunda

Deeper, Faster
Hyponoguro - Kingston

90 Minutes of Rope That Will Turn You On.
Roperider - Greenwich

Control by Pressure Points
Dunter - Barrington

Being a Happy Bootwhore
Sarah Sloane - Kingston

The Invisible Toolbox (Energy Work)
Raven Kaldera - Greenwich

More Japanese Hot Rope
Barrington

Scene Survival 101
DeLano - Kingston

Hands-on Hypnokink
Mr. Dream - Greenwich

Fine Art of Prostate Massage
SwitchMe - Barrington

C
la
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Grand Foyer
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2:00pm - 3:00pm New England Dungeon Society - Meet and Greet
 Social Hall

2:45pm - 4:15pm

3:00pm - 4:00pm People of Color - Birds of a Feather
Social Hall

4:00pm - 5:00pm The Society - Meet and Greet
Social Hall

4:30pm - 6:00pm

5:00pm - 6:00pm Latex/Rubber Meet and Greet
Social Hall

6:00pm - 7:00pm NELA SIG: New England Hypnosis Group
Social Hall

6:15pm - 7:45pm

7:00pm - 8:00pm Swingers Meeting and Greet
by Choice Social Club - FFF42 Sponsor
Social Hall

8:00pm - 9:00pm VASE - (Vermont) Meet and Greet
Social Hall

Poly Pitfalls
Diamond - Wickford

Bondage from the Bottom’s Perspective
Max - Bristol

Rubber 101 w/ N.E. Rubber Men
Corey - 637

Make ’em Blush, Make ’em Squirm
Midori - Rotunda

TBA
TBA - Wickford

Bucking The Binary
Aiden Fyre - Bristol

Beyond 50 Shades
Carl, Lisa - 637

Hip Harnesses
Murphy Blue - Rotunda

Fun and Pain with Canes
Dov - Wickford

Hot Japanese Rope
Bristol

Predicament Play
Roughinamorato - Rotunda

Strategies for Trans*/Cis Erotic Play
Wintersong - Kingston

Emotional Edge Play
Raven Kaldera - Greenwich

Freestyle Floor Work
Hedwig - Barrington

Cigars - Smokin’ Hot Play
Sarah Sloane - Patio

Romantic Surrender
Laura Antoniou - Kingston

Bare As You Dare
David Wraith - Greenwich

The Erotic Pen
Cecilia Tan - Barrington

Boots, Cigars, and Chocolate
Roughinamorato - Patio

Hypnotic Arousal and Orgasm
Hypnoguru - Kingston

Beyond Stretching
DeLano - Greenwich

Sexual Bondage & Intro to Ichinawa
Dunter - Barrington

March 8, 2014
C

lass Schedule
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8:00pm - 9:30pm

9:00pm - 10:00pm Electrical Play - Birds of a Feather
Social Hall

9:45pm - 11:15pm

10:00pm - 11:00pm NEFOK: New England 40 and over Kinksters - Social Hall

Submissive Self Safety
Cecilia Tan - Wickford

Pain Processing
Bendyogagirl - Bristol

Hogties and Ebis
Max - Rotunda

Kink & Disability
Wintersong - Kingston

TBA
TBA - Greenwich

Tickle Play, Tickle Torture
P.E.T.E.!, GRLee - Barrington

March 8, 2014

Cock & Ball Torment from A to Z
Suzanne SxySadist - Wickford

Intro to Rough Body Play
Roughinamorato - Bristol

Whips 101
Domino - Rotunda

Hypnosis in the Dungeon
Mr. Dream - Kingston

Serving With Excellence
Aiden Fyre - Greenwich

Guerrilla Bondage Photography and 
the Law
Dov - Barrington

March 9, 2014

9:00am - 3:00pm Registration
Hotel Lobby

10:00am - 4:00pm Rope Lounge - 632
10:00am - 11:30am

10:30am - 11:00am Vendors Open
NELA Associates Only

Don’t forget to bring your NELA card

11:00am - 3:00pm Photo Lounge - 607
11:00am - 4:00pm Vendors Open

Open to All

Pedular Enthusiasm : Universal Sexual 
Experience.
P.E.T.E.!, GRLee - Wickford

Taoist Tantra for Self Healing
Bendyogagirl - Bristol

NELA SIG: Kinky Yoga
Sepiessa - 637

Never Say Never : Exploring Boundaries
Aiden Fyre - Rotunda

One Rope Hotness : Ichinawa
Hedwig - Kingston

Energy and Rope
Murphy Blue - Greenwich

Macho Submission Workshop
David Wraith - Barrington
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Bootblacks - Grand Foyer
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11:45pm - 1:15pm

12:00pm - 1:00pm Whip Social - Birds of a Feather
Social Hall

1:00pm - 2:00pm Pet Play Enthusiasts - Meet and Greet
Social Hall

1:45pm - 3:15pm

2:00pm - 3:00pm Littles Playtime
Social Hall

Pedular Enthusiasm II
P.E.T.E.!, GRLee - Wickford

Hands on Rope Bondage
Midori - Bristol

Asexuality & Kink
Asexual Tension - 637

Beyond Consent: BDSM and Abuse
Sarah Sloane - Rotunda

Crazy Glue Invisible Bondage & Infibula-
tion
Dov - Wickford

Making Your Rope Scenes HOT
Max - Bristol

Inflation Play
Dr. Irv - 637

Balloon Bondage A Terribly Serious Class
Roughinamorato - Rotunda

Fucking With Your Camera
RopeRider - Kingston

FemDom Round Table
Miss Cindy - Greenwich

Kinesthetic Trance
ZanyM - Barrington

Long Term Hypnotic Control
Hypnoguru - Kingston

Whatever YOU Want
Laura Antoniou - Greenwich

Crafting Sacred Trauma
Wintersong - Barrington

March 9, 2014
C

lass Schedule
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New England’s Premier On-Premise Adult Lifestyles Club

Join us 
Saturday, March 8th, 2014 
for our

Here is some of what CHOICE offers:

* Private/semi-private rooms
* Clean & safe playspace
* Friendly atmosphere
* Exclusive VIP area
* Workshops
* Fucking machine & Sybian
* Suspension Points
* St. Andrew’s crosses

* Spanking benches

Choice Social Club is a private member-only organization 
open weekly to our members and their guests.  

Visit our table at the Flea to 
sign up today!

Open House 
Special  Event

Endless possibilities. . .
Only one 
CHOICE.

* Lots of places to play
     - Dance Floor
     - Bar and Lounges
     - One Way Mirror room
     - Jail Cell
     - Class Room
     - Black Light 
     - Orgy Space

     - Dungeon areas

http://www.ChoiceSocialClub.com  |  (401) 274-3700

Photography:    RiggerJay    www.RiggerJay.com
Models:                CeSquared and  Leeshi
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90 Minutes of Rope That Will Turn You On, Tune Your Soul, 
and Change Your Brain

RopeRider - Saturday - 9:00am - Greenwich
In our desire to do rope right we sometimes find ourselves lured 
away from the hot, erotic spark that first attracted us to rope 
bondage. We’re going to create fun, sexy experiences that will 
bring us back to the real reason most of us love rope bondage: 
connection. This is a hands-on class, please bring a partner, a few 
pieces of rope, and a floor cover.

Guide to Communications & Negotiations
P.E.T.E.!, GRLee - Friday - 10:15pm - Wickford
People new to kink and fetish play are often frustrated in at-
tempting to communicate and negotiate their needs, wants, 
and fantasies with others. This presentation is an opportuni-
ty to address this and help manage important communication 
and negotiation processes. Based on simple questions, you will 
be guided through some considerations for sustaining fulfilling, 
meaningful, and safe connections.

Bondage from the Bottom’s Perspective
Max - Saturday - 2:45pm - Bristol
Don’t be deceived by the title - this workshop is aimed squarely at 
tops who design bondage scenes.

Beyond Stretching: A Tune-Up Guide for Advanced Rope Bottoms
DeLano - Saturday - 6:15pm - Greenwich
This class is aimed at advanced rope bondage bottoms; someone 
with at least two years of frequent play. How do we deal with such 
things as fear, injury, and, yes, getting older. As more experienced 
bondage bottoms, we need to stretch more than our limbs and 
ligaments to have better scenes and the goal of this class is to help 
us explore the means of doing so.

Beyond Consent: BDSM and Abuse
Sarah Sloane - Sunday - 11:45am - Rotunda
The classic concepts of abuse and abusive relationships are more 
confusing when regarded in the context of alternative sexuality. 
We engage in and condone relationships that on the surface may 
appear abusive, however we understand that consensuality is the 
difference. We’ll discuss, and provide some concepts to help you 
frame your thoughts, both as a kink practitioner and as a com-
munity member.

Beyond 50 Shades: The Realities of Power Exchange
Carl, Lisa - Saturday - 4:30pm - 637
In this interactive presentation, we’ll explore the range of pow-
er exchange, from the negotiation of a scene between a Top and 
bottom, to 24/7 Total Power Exchange dynamics like Master/
slave. At the end of this presentation, you will have an expanded 
understanding of your desires so you may enjoy deeper, more 
fulfilling connections; regardless of how you choose to exchange 
power with others.

Best Kink Advice Nobody Ever Told You
Midori - Saturday - 10:45am - Rotunda
Do you want more fulfilling play? Need more effective ways 
to uncover the other’s real desires and minimize scene failure? 
Want to better communicate your hungers and get better play? 
Dissatisfied with scenes or frustrated at not having your desire 
accepted? Join Midori in this popular and unique class where she 
explodes the standard definitions of kink and expands the idea 
of what it’s all about.

Being a Happy Bootwhore: Bootblacking as Sensual Service
Sarah Sloane - Saturday - 10:45am - Kingston
Bootblacking is not only enjoyable from a service perspective - it 
can also be a very hot, sexually and sensually unique scene. What 
better way to flirt with a hot top in boots, or to find out just how 
talented that bottom is with their tongue and hands! We’ll briefly 
discuss bootblacking basics, then enjoy a demonstration of doz-
ens of ways you can make a bootblacking scene sexy!

Beginning Single Tail
Suzanne SxySadist - Saturday - 1:00pm - Rotunda
If you are new to the signal whip and still trying to figure out 
which end to hold or how to get the damn thing to go where you 
want it to, or if you are an experienced handler and want to be in 
whip space, please bring your whips and come on by. If you do 
not own a whip and are curious what it is like to throw one, I will 
bring several for people to try.

Bare As You Dare
David Wraith - Saturday - 4:30pm - Greenwich
Radical Body Acceptance: Are you or is someone you love a 
closet nudist or reluctant exhibitionist who’s plagued with body 
image issues? Bare as You Dare is an open, body positive, cloth-
ing optional forum to discuss these issues and how they apply 
to radical body acceptance, sex positivity, and clothing optional 
socialization.

Balloon Bondage (A terribly serious class)
Roughinamorato - Sunday - 1:45pm - Rotunda
Who says bondage has to be all somber and romantic? Come 
see how to use balloons to have colorful fun binding playful-
ly with your bottom. This is a hands-on class about using long 
twisting balloons for bondage. Safety is addressed (rubber keeps 
constricting!). And while it’s hilarious, by the time you’re done 
the bottom can be completely immobilized. Learn how to bind, 
tickle, and torture.

Author Readings
Laura Antoniou, Cecilia Tan - Saturday - 1:00pm - 637
Join us for author readings, including Laura Antoniou and Ctan.

TBA
TBA - Saturday - 8:00pm - Bristol

Arm Bindings
Murphy Blue - Saturday - 9:00am - Bristol
This class covers some of the different ways we can restrain the 
limbs that start from your shoulder and go down. From thumb 
cuffs to strappado, we look at some options to keep those pesky 
things out of our faces while we work.

C
lass D

escriptions

Asexuality and Kink
Asexual Tension - Sunday - 11:45am - 637
What is asexuality as an orientation? What are some of the mis-
conceptions around it, and what is it’s history? Come and explore 
another way that people interact with other people, find out what 
asexuality is, if it fits who you are, and how to positively interact 
with other people who find this resonates with them.
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Bucking the Binary
Aiden Fyre - Saturday - 4:30pm - Bristol
Have you been hearing words like Queer, Pansexual, Gender-
queer, or Transgender and wished you could ask what they mean 
without offending someone? Want to explore the concepts of sex, 
gender, and orientation in a safe-space where the only wrong 
question is the one not asked?

Erotic Hypnosis 101 for the Intensely Curious
Hypnoguru - Friday - 8:00pm - Wickford
You are getting very horny ... Certified Erotic Hypnotist Bryan 
D. Cassidy goes over the ins and outs of using hypnosis to stim-
ulate, tease, excite, and yes, even produce full-blown, genuine, 
mind-melting orgasms. It’s all in the name of good clean fun, 
better sex, and is of course completely consensual. No prior ex-
perience necessary.

Emotional Edgeplay
Raven Kaldera - Saturday - 2:45pm - Greenwich
Why do people play with real fear, humiliation, and anger in 
scenes? What’s the appeal in risking yourself emotionally the 
way other edgeplayers risk themselves physically? Is it therapeu-
tic, or just really hot? Tops may wonder how to make things real 
enough while making the bottom feel safe; bottoms may wonder 
what actually is safe. We’ll delve into the depths of these contro-
versial practices.

Electrical Play BOF
Saturday - 9:00pm - Social Hall
Come by and explore varying kinds of electrical play!  You might 
be shocked at how much fun it is.

Discovering Your Inner Sadist
Murphy Blue - Friday - 8:00pm - Greenwich
While the desire to thrill another with danger may dwell within a 
person, our upbringing may have put walls up stopping us from 
being able to embrace that side of ourselves. Through stories and 
associations with some unlikely archetypes, this class pushes you 
to find the face of your monster, and wear it with a smile.

Crazy Glue Invisible Bondage and Infibulation
Dov - Sunday - 1:45pm - Wickford
This class is about demystifying this fun pervertible for mind-
fucks. We will discuss and demonstrate many wonderful perver-
sions with this super-strength glue for bondage, on genitalia for 
infibulation, and for temporary chastity. We will also cover safety 
issues, some theory/chemistry of its function, and its intended 
medical usage.

Crafting Sacred Trauma
Wintersong - Sunday - 1:45pm - Barrington
Ordeal, Catharsis, Initiation. There is a growing shift towards 
doing structured rituals designed to effect the internal / spiritual 
tidal shifts that can accompany BDSM play. This class will help 
you learn to craft these rituals, for yourself or others. We will dis-
cuss when and why this kind of ritual is valuable, and how to 
determine the best techniques and processes to achieve a desired 
goal.

Control by Pressure Point
Dunter - Saturday - 9:00am - Barrington
Physical domination pressure point displacement techniques 
originated from ancient Chinese martial arts training. This an-
atomical advantage skill continues to be taught today. Pressure 
points are executed by pressing specific body parts to gain a cer-
tain desired reaction of physical control that may or may not il-
licit pain depending on the person’s resistance.

Compassionate Communication
Bendyogagirl - Saturday - 1:00pm - Bristol
Back in school we learned how to diagram sentences and do 
quadratic equations, but the vast majority of us never actually 
learned how to communicate in ways that build bridges and cre-
ate harmony. This workshop will help correct that omission, and 
directly relate compassionate communication techniques and 
strategies to kink.

Cock and ball torment from A to Z
Suzanne SxySadist - Saturday - 9:45pm - Wickford
Genital & Nipple torture is a world all its own and in this class we 
will take an alphabetical journey through some of my favorites. 
Although I will be gearing the class towards Cock & Ball torture 
many of these activities are also quite appropriate for female ge-
ni-torture as well. Volunteers of both genders may be sought; all 
limits will be respected.

Cigars - Smokin’ Hot Play
Sarah Sloane - Saturday - 2:45pm - Poolside Patio
Cigars are phallic symbols; they’ve been symbols of masculinity 
(even in the hands of women), symbols of dominance, symbols 
of excess. Cigars can be a ritual unto themselves - the purchasing, 
the prepping, the lighting, the smoking, the ash disposal, all are 
of key importance to a smoker. What better item to blend into 
not only BDSM play, but D/s and M/s rituals than that?

Deeper, Faster: Rapid and Instant Induction Techniques
Hypnoguru - Saturday - 9:00am - Kingston
Bryan takes you on a whirlwind tour of the major hypnotic 
induction styles, with an emphasis on rapid and instant” tech-
niques. Attendees will get direct experience to hone their own 
hypnotic talents. Whether you’re a budding hypnotist or just 
intensely curious learn how hypnotists put their subjects “fast 
asleep.”

Boots, Cigars, and Chocolate: A Focused Social
Roughinamorato - Saturday - 4:30m - Poolside Patio
Boots, Cigars, and Chocolate have become associated together, 
sometimes with performances of various types. Come and share 
your love for each or all, and meet with others who wish to do 
the same.

Energy and Rope
Murphy Blue - Sunday - 10:00am - Greenwich
As well as a power exchange, Rope can also allow for an ener-
gy exchange. This class talks about feeling that energy, and con-
trolling it, so it can be another tool for the top to harness.

FemDom Round Table
Miss Cindy - Sunday - 11:45am - Greenwich
This round-robin panel is for Female Dominants and those who 
love to serve them, both new and experienced. Women who 
identify as Top, Domme or Switch are welcome. This will be a 
forum to bring concerns and get answers from women who may 
have dealt with similar problems. Those who identify as wanting 
to serve Female Dominates are also invited, but you will be al-
lowed to participate only if asked.
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Hands on Hypnokink
Mr. Dream - Saturday - 1:00pm - Greenwich
This class involves a series of exercises to help you learn or im-
prove your ability to hypnotize or be hypnotized. Includes: Find-
ing Your Hypnotic Voice, Hypnotic Touch, Pacing, and Leading. 
Simple safety tips and notes on good negotiation will be dis-
cussed as well.

Fingering, Figging & Fisting: Anal Play For All
Sarah Sloane - Friday - 6:15pm - Wickford
Curious about a finger up your bum? This class will be half info 
/ half hands-on practice introducing anal penetration using fin-
gers, g-spot and prostate-specific techniques, and moving up to 
larger toys or hands. Note: participation is not required; to prac-
tice, bring a towel or blanket, lube (some will be available), and at 
least three pairs of gloves.

Hypnotic Arousal & Orgasm: You Are Getting Very Horny
Hypnoguru - Saturday - 6:15pm - Kingston
It’s all in your mind. And by it he means sex. Bryan will review 
the ins and outs of using hypnosis to stimulate, tease, excite, and 
yes, even produce full-blown, genuine, mind-melting orgasms. 
It’s all in the name of good clean fun - and better sex.

Hypnosis in the Dungeon
Mr. Dream - Saturday - 9:45pm - Kingston
This will be an exploration of techniques, special considerations, 
and practical advice on adding hypnosis to your play party and 
dungeon tool kit. It includes inductions that work in very loud 
places, and how to ensure that your scene is respected and your 
partner is protected as well as ways to use noisy busy places as 
part of your trance.

How To Throw A Whip
Dov - Friday - 6:15pm - Bristol
This is a class geared to get anyone who has just bought a signal 
whip and wants to get up and running with a good basic set of 
throwing skills to grow and develop with. We will be covering 
basic throws and how to string them together in to a complete 
throwing style.

Hot!  New ways to play
SwitchMe - Friday - 10:15pm - Barrington
Some like it hot! The raw pleasure it brings as the heat is poured 
on to the innocent victim. The squirming, the crying, that nice 
ouch. The sudden shift as the temperature changes. But wait... 
Are we talking about hot wax?

Hogties and Ebis
Max - Saturday - 8:00pm - Rotunda
Both ties can be done anywhere, on nearly any bottom, making 
them an essential part of any rope top’s arsenal. You don’t need a 
hard point, a big room, or a partner who’s an athlete.

Hip Harnesses
Murphy Blue - Saturday - 4:30pm - Rotunda
Murphy ‘Daichi’ Blue will get your hips swinging and your lips 
praising the way he will teach you to sling the nawa about. He 
will teach you to engage your root chakra in ways you never 
thought.  Come prepared to learn from one of the best.  Bring 
rope of course and partnering up (with negotiations) beforehand 
is good.

Hands On Rope Bondage
Midori - Sunday - 11:45am - Bristol
Everyone’s catching the rope fever! Bring the pleasures from Ja-
pan into your bedroom with easy, sexy rope play.  Learn simple, 
elegant, effective and sensual rope skills and thrill your partner. 
Midori will also teach you how to avoid clumsiness, minimize 
risks, including boring or harming your partner.

Guerrilla Fetish Photography and the Law
Dov - Saturday - 9:45pm - Barrington
A discussion and presentation/slide show talking about the lo-
gistics involved with doing fetish/bondage photography in pub-
lic / urban environments. How to find locations for a shoot, how 
to find photography laws for your city, how to deal with the ap-
pearance of law enforcement etc.

Fun and Pain with Canes
Dov - Saturday - 6:15pm - Wickford
Canes are one of the most classic and iconic SM toys. With in-
credible range of nuance and depth, they are simple to learn but 
take years to master. If you need to pick up the basics on tech-
niques, materials and styles, this is the class for you. We will be 
covering how to use your canes in a sensual, safe, productive, and 
downright mean and vicious way.

Full Body Spanking
Roughinamorato - Friday - 6:15pm - Kingston
Does spanking ever have to end?  We’ll talk about safety (fun 
and safe places to hit) and briuse control (less... or more?). We’ll 
demonstrate some good techniques that will save you energy 
while delivering maximum, varied fun; how to use pacing; judg-
ing a bottom’s head space; overstimulation; the sub who can take 
it all”; and some unexpected things to watch out for and much, 
much more.

Fucking With Your Camera
RopeRider - Sunday - 11:45pm - Kingston
This class is for photographers and models who want to explore 
more about what goes in to making good erotic photographs. 
This is not a camera or lighting class - we’ll talk a little bit of tech, 
but we’ll focus on discussing and demonstrating the emotional 
and creative aspects of making hot, engaging photographs.

Freestyle Floorwork: Working With Friction and Connection
Hedwig - Saturday - 2:45pm - Barrington
A hands on class which seek to inspire the participants to think 
outside of the mold of patterns and knots and instead thinking 
about it in a way to move with each other. Through some simple 
tips and tricks, we will see how a freestyle can flow from a basic 
one column tie through a set of easy ways of working with the 
friction of the rope. Bring: rope and yoga mat.

Found-Object Bondage
Trialsinner - Saturday - 1:00pm - Wickford
Join Trialsinner in playfully exploring ways to pervert the world 
around you. This hands-on class will demonstrate the bondage 
benefits of common items and some interesting mundane tools. 
After some discussion, everyone is welcome to try out the some 
of the objects and techniques! Please consider bringing rope, a 
flexible belt, and any found-objects you enjoy. Basic rope skills 
will not be taught.
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Inflation Play
DrIrv - Sunday - 1:45pm - 637
Inflation: the art of infusing a neutral saline solution into tissues 
to expand them, and make them more sensitive. Come learn from 
one of the best, as he teaches inflation on a variety of organs.
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TBA
TBA - Saturday - 4:30pm - Wickford

Long-Term Hypnoerotic Control for the Curious: Hypnotic Enslavement
Hypnoguru - Sunday - 1:45pm - Kingston
Part of an Authority Relationship? Learn ways to safely and ef-
fectively transform your willing, committed partner into your 
into your willing, committed and hypnotically obedient partner. 
Bryan will discuss various techniques and tips for utilizing long-
term hypnotic influence as a path to greater pleasure and intima-
cy. Includes Q&A period.

Littles Playtime
Sunday - 2:00pm - Social Hall
Come, hang out, bring your blanky, have cookies and milk, bring 
your coloring books and crayons, and hang out with all the littles 
for littles play-time. This is the last scheduled Meet and Greet, so 
it has no hard stop time, so drop on by until the end of the day.

Latex/Rubber Meet and Greet
Corey - Saturday - 5:00pm - Social Hall
A gathering for people who enjoy wearing latex and rubber. 
Come and talk with you fellow fetishists about your favorite plac-
es to purchase and to wear latex and rubber. Give your advice to 
newbies considering there first purchase.

Kink and Disability
Wintersong - Saturday - 8:00pm - Kingston
Let’s get together and discuss issues such as: how does one ex-
plore safe play with new physical limitations? How do we find 
satisfying substitutions for favored activities that may now have 
become off limits? And how do we talk to a play partner about 
our physical or emotional boundaries without freaking them out.

Kinesthetic Trance
ZanyM - Sunday - 11:45am - Barrington
What do you communicate using touch? In this class we will dis-
cuss kinesthetic trance for the beginner as well as the more expe-
rienced. Be prepared to pair up or triple up and practice this sexy 
way of putting someone under. This sort of trance is excellent 
for loud play parties, wonderful for people that focus on words.

It Hurts So Good! Hypnosis and S/M with ZanyM
ZanyM - Saturday - 10:45am - Wickford
Some may ask, how does one use Sadism/Masochism with hyp-
nosis? ZanyM will discuss several techniques and benefits to 
mind-bending in this often edgy and delightful scene and life-
style type of play. Join ZanyM as she demos hypnosis in scenes 
with her playful sense of sadism, twisting the minds of eager 
masochists.

Introduction to Violet Wands
Lady Shimla - Saturday - 9:00am - Wickford
A brief overview of the history, discussion of safety and health 
issues, an introduction of techniques; the comparison between 
older violet wand technologies and techniques and the more 
modern ones in use today. This class also presents an opportu-
nity for participants to experience the sensations of the violet 
wand, including direct and indirect contact.

Introduction to Rough Body Play
Roughinamorato - Saturday - 9:45pm - Bristol
Do you like the idea of smacking your partner and the intimacy 
of body-on-body contact?  This class is an intro to rough body 
play: punching, smacking, kicking, and all things body-on-body. 
We’ll talk about safety, where you can hit and not, and cover the 
basics. We’ll talk about how you can explore and have fun with 
this visceral and raw form of play (without requiring medical 
care later).

NELA SIG: New England Hypnosis Group (NEHG)
Saturday - 6:00pm - Social Hall
The NELA SIG: New England Hypnosis Group is welcoming 
folks to come and visit, meet some of the Hypno folks in a social 
setting, and get to know what the group is all about.

MAsT Mass Meet and Greet
Railen Panther - Friday - 8:00pm - Social Hall
Masters And slaves Together (MAsT) Mass is a discussion and 
support group for people in, or interested in, hierarchical or 
power exchange relationships. If you are interested in joining, 
please come to this open meeting and see what we’re like! There 
is no need to be in a relationship to join, just so long as you’re 
interested in power dynamics of any kind.

Making Your Rope Scenes HOT: Using Rope to Create Headspace
Max - Sunday - 1:45pm - Bristol
We all start our learning with basic skills - how to perform the 
elements of a scene and how to master the tools we’ve chosen 
to use. Rope tops earn knots, develop a few bondage positions 
and absorb a lot of safety information. In this workshop, Max 
demonstrates how to move from restraint to dominance, and 
from basic skills to mastery. Hands-on with Q&A. Assumes pre-
vious BDSM experience.

Making an Unusual Fetish Work
Wintersong - Friday - 8:00pm - Kingston
We’re all wacky in our own ways, but some more than others. 
What do we do when some of the things that really get us hot are 
also really strange? When do you talk to a partner, or do you skip 
it and stick to fantasy and masturbation? And how do you buy 
earthworms, donuts, and floor polish with a straight face?

Make ‘em Blush, Make ‘em Squirm: Erotic Humiliation Play
Midori - Saturday - 2:45pm - Rotunda
Why do people get off on being embarrassed or humiliated? Is 
this a style of play you’ve struggled to understand? Do you want 
to understand how to do this well and avoid disasters? Empha-
sizing emotional safety throughout, Midori will explore a wide 
range of play from light teasing and embarrassment to serious 
humiliation.

Macho Submission Workshop
David Wraith - Saturday - 10:00am - Barrington
Are you a bottom who’s constantly mistaken for a top? Do you 
often get accused of not being a true submissive” when you don’t 
fall at the feet of every Dom? The Macho Submission Workshop 
is a space for anyone whose submissive orientation conflicts with 
their macho presentation especially (but not limited to) the male 
bodied, male identified, or any sub or switch who self-identifies 
as butch.

C
lass D
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New England 40 and over Kinksters (NEFOK)
Saturday - 10:00pm - Social Hall
This group is for the kinksters 40 and over, (and those who love 
us), from all over New England. People outside of New England 
are welcome as well.
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Pet Play Enthusiasts’ BOF
Sunday - 1:00pm - Social Hall
Bark, Bark.  Mrow.  Slither slither.  POUNCE TUMBLE TUM-
BLE TUMBLE.  Whinny, stomp.  Claw, Claw, Bite.  If any of these 
have meaning for you, or others, come by the Pet Play Enthusi-
asts’ Birds of a Feather gathering.

People of Color - Birds of A Feather
David Wraith - Saturday - 3:00pm - Social Hall
David Wraith is delighted to host a Birds of a Feather for People 
Of Color.

Pedular Enthusiasm: Universal Sensual Experience
P.E.T.E.!, GRLee - Sunday - 10:00am - Wickford
We will cover ways of appreciating feet and their sexual, sensual, 
social, psychological, and spiritual dimensions. Fetishism/par-
tialism, massage/reflexology, adornment, footwear, dominance, 
communication, and play will be addressed. We will share an 
important/sexy pedular appreciation to build understanding 
and skills around prevalent sexual fetishes and symbols of hu-
man cultural identity.

Pedular Enthusiasm II: Massage and Other Sensual Footie Delights
P.E.T.E.!, GRLee - Sunday - 11:45am - Wickford
This workshop covers the basic elements of therapeutic and sen-
sual foot massage from service to sexual contexts and how to 
engage feet and their owners with positive, healing energy. Foot 
structure and massage techniques will be demonstrated in an in-
teractive environment. Participants are encouraged to find demo 
partners. Proper negotiation and consent is expected amongst 
all participants.

Pain Processing
Bendyogagirl - Saturday - 8:00pm - Bristol
Are you a masochist? A sadist? Are you curious about experienc-
ing pain in a scene or wondering how your body and mind pro-
cess pain? The FFF is excited to host nationally known educator 
Bendyogagirl her insightful lecture titled Pain Processing.

One Rope Hotness: Ichinawa
Hedwig - Sunday - 10:00am - Kingston
This demo / hands-on class will give you plenty of inspiration 
and is for those who would like to explore floor-work based, con-
nective rope that moves and challenges by exploring all the pos-
sibilities of one rope. We will focus on how to use all the proper-
ties of rope, bodies, and emotions to bring out something truly 
special. Suitable for everyone. Bring: rope, mat, blind fold and 
small vibrator.

New England Dungeon Society - Meet and Greet
Saturday - 2:00pm - Social Hall
Come to the gathering of the New England Dungeon Society

Never Say Never - Exploring boundaries and limits
Aiden Fyre - Sunday - 10:00am - Rotunda
Whether we’ve been in the scene” for a day or a decade each of 
us must decide the limits and bounds for our play.  In this judg-
ment-free class we will discuss personal hard and soft limits the rea-
sons why we choose them and examine how time and experience 
may cause them to ebb and flow. We will also examine negotiating 
limits in various contexts for casual play relationships and more!

NELA Welcome Wagon
Opn - Friday - 6:15pm - 637,  Saturday - 9:00am - 637
The NELA Welcome Wagon sessions are for tops, bottoms, 
switches, and undeclareds and are geared to give attendees to 
NELA’s FFF a boost up, a seasoned community member to turn 
to, and a low-pressure, social way to figure out how to get the 
most out of the event. First Flea or new to kink? Join us and find 
new Flea-friends, get helpful ‘curriculum’ lists for your weekend, 
and maybe win some prizes!

NELA’s Kinky Yoga SIG Presents: Thai ‘em up.
Sepiessa - Sunday - 10:00am - 637
The class that’s familiar, for you have seen it, or been part of it at 
many of the local events. NELA’s Kinky Yoga SIG, once again, 
will be presented for your enjoyment.

Poly Pitfalls: How to go Over, Under, Around, and Through
Diamond - Saturday - 2:45pm - Wickford
Whether you’ve been poly for a day or a decade, there are twists, 
turns and dead ends for which we feel unprepared. How do you 
find a map to reference when you are charting new territory?

NELA SIG: TSK
Saturday - 1:00pm - Social Hall
Trans* Spectrum Kinksters is a recently formed SIG that aims to 
provide education and community for trans*, gender non-con-
forming, and gender variant folks. Come meet other trans* folks 
from the New England area at this low-pressure social. (Trans* 
and gender non-conforming folks only, please.)
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Photo Lounge
Friday - 6:00pm, Saturday 11:00am, Sunday 11:00am - 607
A return of the ever so popular Photo Lounge from last year! 
See what new photos and art have been made over the last 12 
months.
Artist/Model Meet & Greet on Friday in 607.
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Pony Paddock
La Dresseuse - Saturday - 10:00am - Grand Foyer
This is the place for owners and trainers to bring their ponies for 
a bit of a workout or grooming. Loaner tack is available for the 
new and curious, we’ll help get you started as a pony, trainer, or 
stablehand. 

Romantic Surrender: Adding Dominance and Submission to 
Your Sex Life

Laura Antoniou - Saturday - 4:30pm - Kingston
Romance is the number one reason why people want to incorpo-
rate dominance and submission to their relationship and or bed-
rooms. But when you are just starting out, the bewildering array 
of rules, assumptions and quality-of-lifestyle measurements can 
be more intimidating than a cheap pair of fuzzy handcuffs and a 
satin blindfold. Relax!

Predicament Play
Roughinamorato - Saturday - 6:15pm - Rotunda
You tie them up and then what? The goal of this class is to help 
you understand the underpinnings of Predicament Bondage - 
both the mind and physical side - so you’ll be able to come up 
with your own predicament scenarios. If you can muddle your 
way though some basic safe knots, and have an evil mind, this 
class is for you. Come learn some decidedly fun ways to indulge 
your evil side!

Polyamory 101
David Wraith - Saturday - 10:45am - Bristol
Poly 101 is for the poly curious, the newly poly and anyone who is 
thinking about opening their relationship to consensual non-monog-
amy. Topics will include a myriad of non-monogamous relationship 
structures, ethics of polyamory, negotiation and consent, time man-
agement, and how to be poly in an ostensibly monogamous world.

Rope 101: The Knots and Bolts of Bondage
Wyldcat - Friday - 6:15pm - Greenwich
So you’ve seen all of these Twu Shibari Artists binding people in 
intricate and beautiful ties. You’ve watched people fly with rope 
and now you want to know what all the fuss is about. In this class 
we will break down the essential skills to get you started on your 
way with rope. We will cover types of rope basic bindings and 
how to put it all together in play.

Safer Sex It Up!
sluttydee - Saturday - 10:45am - 637
Sex is good! Stress about STDs is not so good! Together, we will 
learn more about Sex, STDs, and how to play in a way that pro-
motes safer sexy times. Whether mono, poly, LGBTQ, or blood 
player, we will discuss methods of safer sex for everyone, and 
how to ask for and get the safer sex scene you are looking for.

Sexual Bondage and Introduction to Ichinawa
Dunter - Saturday - 6:15pm - Barrington
This workshop is a mix of restriction and comfort. The eagle, 
spread bar, crab, sexual cuff, shrimp tie, strap-on harness, and 
many more. The Ichinawa, the art of using one rope to connect 
with your bottom. The focus is not on learning a tie, but to learn 
to connect with your partner. Given the personal nature of this 
bondage, I recommend finding a partner before coming.

Sex Positive (What Does it Mean?)
David Wraith - Friday - 6:15pm - Barrington
Coined over half a century ago by psychoanalyst Wilhelm Re-
ich, the term “sex positive” still inspires confusion and fear. What 
does sex positive mean and perhaps more importantly what does 
it mean to be sex positive? This class will discuss the definition 
of the term “sex positive”, the history of the sex positive move-
ment, and how we apply the principles of sex positivity to our 
daily lives.

Serving With Excellence
Aiden Fyre - Saturday - 9:45pm - Greenwich
This practical workshop will go over the basics of what is service, 
discuss reasons why we do it, and impart essential service tips & 
tricks to make any dominant’s household/work/day run smooth-
ly and with ease!

Sensuous Single Tails: It’s like sex at the speed of sound
Domino - Saturday - 9:00am - Rotunda
It’s easy to hurt someone with a whip but it takes an expert to 
seduce them with one. Sensuous Single Tails explores the softer 
side of whip scenes.

Scene Survival 101 - For New Players
DeLano - Saturday - 1:00pm - Kingston
Few things in life are as exciting, or as confusing, as entering the 
BDSM scene. Bottom or Top? Mistress/Master or Slave? Dom-
inant or Submissive? Leather, rubber, vinyl, spandex or latex? 
Coke or Pepsi? If you consider yourself a new scene player, or if 
you’re just interested in exploring what it’s all about, join DeLano 
in a discussion.

Rubber 101 with The New England Rubber Men
Corey - Saturday - 2:45pm - 637
Meet the New England Rubber Men at a hands-on talk and 
demo of rubber wear and gear. Come take a look, ask questions, 
maybe try something out or on.

Rope Theory
Trialsinner - Friday - 10:15pm - Greenwich
Join Trialsinner in a guided discussion that dives into the cere-
bral motivations of rope bondage. Let’s learn from each other’s 
experiences and expand our perspectives on why we like rope. 
Topics that will be discussed include headspace, D/s, control, ne-
gotiation, connection, and more. This is one of those deep talky 
classes.

Rope Lounge
Friday - 7:00pm, Saturday - 10:00am, Sunday - 10:00am - 632
JustDerek & Twitch-the-switch

The Society - Meet and Greet
Saturday - 4:00pm - Social Hall
The Society, LLC is a pansexual, support, social and educational 
group for the 21 years and older BDSM community in the Con-
necticut area and beyond. Come to the meet and greet and meet 
members of the board of directors, as well as members of the 
Society. Get to know what the Society is all about and how you 
can become a member. The Society is located in Hartford, CT. 
www,thesocietyct.org

So You Want to Be a Slut?: Survival Tips on How to Do it 
Safely, Sanely, and just have fun!

Aiden Fyre - Friday - 10:15pm - Kingston
Want more sex, excitement, intimacy, and connection in your 
relationships? Interested in exploring more sexual partners or 
opening up a current relationship but don’t know where to start? 
Curious about polyamory but don’t know how to talk about it? 
Explore alternate sexual relationships and avenues of loving and 
relating, and build skills for venturing into the world of unlimit-
ed love and pleasure.

C
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Recovering in the Lifestyle
Saturday - 9:00am - Social Hall
Recovery in the Lifestyle is a fellowship of kink-identified people 
who are/would like to be in recovery, and their guests. RitL follows 
the 12 steps of recovery as written by Alcoholics Anonymous and 
respects the great importance of anonymity for many of us.
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The Art of Feminine Dominance
Midori - Friday - 8:00pm - Bristol
Elegance, power and confidence... Do you want to know how 
to be a dominant without being a bad cliche? How do you find 
a sexy style of erotic dominance that’s authentic to you? Using 
a special technique she developed, Midori will help you to find 
your inner power femme archetype, allowing you to pursue erot-
ic fulfillment of sensual power play.

The Erotic Pen: Writing Workshop
Cecilia Tan - Saturday - 4:30pm - Barrington
Free your erotic imagination through writing. Write what turns 
you and others on. Stories, love letters, and other writing can re-
flect our deepest desires. That deep level is where the spark of 
creativity and inspiration resides. Attendees will try their hands at 
erotic vignettes, with fun exercises to share. No prior writing ex-
perience is necessary. Bring a notebook and a pen, or your laptop.

Whips 101
Domino - Saturday - 9:45pm - Rotunda
Whips 101 takes a look at the history of whips, different types of 
whips, and how to use a whip safely in a scene.

Whip Social BOF
Sunday - 12:00pm - Social Hall
While we don’t have a whip lounge this year, those folks who 
want to be social around having a delight with whips still enjoy 
gathering, swapping stories, and figuring out where to go to prac-
tice, so come on by, even if there isn’t going to be a cracking-good 
time, at least it will be good company, and good conversation.

Whatever YOU Want: The Lifestyle of a Pleasure Slave
Laura Antoniou - Sunday - 1:45pm - Greenwich
Many people claim that they are or want to be/own a pleasure 
slave. But if your idea of pleasure slave is lots of play or has sex 
with the top maybe you’d better expand your definition. Plea-
sure doesn’t start or end at the gonads, after all! The author of 
the Marketplace series will lead a discussion on the concept of 
pleasure beyond sex and play.

VASE (Vermont) Meet and Greet
Saturday - 8:00pm - Social Hall
Vermont’s own VASE is hosting a gathering! Come and meet the 
folks who have been bringing you Kink Education for the last 
two years in the greater Burlington area.

Topping to the Next Level: Hot Negotiation
Max - Friday - 10:15pm - Bristol
Negotiation is the foundation for a scene, establishing consent, 
trust, tone, expectations, and boundaries. We will talk about: the 
real purpose of negotiation; negotiation objectives and styles; 
where negotiation ends and the scene starts, and when not to 
proceed to a scene; and techniques for eliciting engagement, ob-
taining consent, and gathering information. We will have demos 
and exercises.

Tickle Play, Tickle Torture
P.E.T.E.!, GRLee - Saturday - 8:00pm - Barrington
Tickle Play, Tickle Torture is a discussion and demonstration 
of tickling as a fun, sensual, erotic, and playful way of achieving 
dynamic connection with a partner or partners/tickle buddies 
along with emotional and health benefits that include deep lev-
els of relaxation, deeper breathing patterns, emotional catharsis, 
heightened intellectual focus, and greater physical vitality.

The Way of D/s: A Context for Power and Authority Exchange
Bendyogagirl - Friday - 8:00pm - Barrington
Just as there are myriad people who participate in structured re-
lationships, there are myriad ways to cultivate and manage them. 
This workshop provides a framework for D/s which is based on 
the philosophy of Taoism and Polarity.  Taoism is a philosophy 
of contrast and polarity, and it is through the contrast of yin and 
yang that Taoists find The Way - the path of balance.

The Invisible Toybox: Energy Work and BDSM
Raven Kaldera - Saturday - 10:45pm - Greenwich
Known as mana, prana, chi, ki, orgone, and many other names, 
there are many ways to move around that elusive yet powerful 
quality that most of us just call energy.” Pagans, witches, and ma-
gicians move it around in ways that we call Magic. We’ll learn 
about the ways energy work and magic can be incorporated into 
BDSM for play and for intimacy. By the author of Dark Moon 
Rising: Pagan BDSM.

The Fine Art of Prostate Massage
SwitchMe - Saturday - 1:00pm - Barrington
The prostate is an often-mysterious part of male anatomy. It can 
also be a source of intense pleasure. As part of the male repro-
ductive system, it is vital to health. When included as part of the 
sexual arousal cycle, and as part of the arouse-release cycle, it is a 
source of pleasure. We’ll consider the whole picture.

Submissive Self Safety
Cecilia Tan - Saturday - 8:00pm - Wickford
This class is aimed at bottoms, subs, slaves, etc. (Doms/tops are 
welcome to attend to listen, but not participate.) In our ideal BDSM 
world, boundaries are respected and no one gets unintentionally 
hurt or injured. But fantasy and reality diverge. Tops forget your 
safe word or don’t pick up your cues. Things you were okay with... 
you’re suddenly not. We’ll discuss this highly necessary issue.

Taoist Tantra for Self Healing : and Greater Intimacy
Bendyogagirl - Sunday - 10:00am - Bristol
This experiential workshop will present practices that you can 
use to transform negative emotions into positive emotions, har-
ness the healing power of orgasm energy, and use those practices 
to have deeper intimacy with your partners.

Switches Meet and Greet!: Loving life on both sides of the spectrum!
Saturday - 12:00pm - Social Hall
A gathering place for those of us who like to live both sides of the 
power fence. Ask questions, share experiences, and discuss what 
makes switching the best form of power exchange out there!

Swingers Meet and Greet
Saturday - 7:00pm - Social Hall
Choice Social Club hosts the Swingers Meet and Greet.  Come 
find out about some great swinging opportunities, and meet oth-
ers who are interested in this delightful interaction.

Strategies for Trans*/Cis Erotic Play
Wintersong - Saturday - 2:45pm - Kingston
It’s awesome when two or more people are interested in play, 
sex, or dating. When one or more of those people are trans*, and 
one or more of them are cis, there are particular communication 
strategies, pressures, joys, and other considerations, that can be 
valuable to acknowledge and work with.
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Saturday - 11:00am - Social Hall
A gathering for those who enjoy a most classic form of kink - the 
spanking. Over the knee, bare-bottom, hairbrush, belt, paddle - 
as long as it results in a red rump, we’re all for it! 
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Bendyogagirl has extensive experience in many 
body/mind disciplines and has been teaching for 
decades. She has been actively exploring D/s and 
authority exchange for over 30 years, and has a long 
history with BDSM. She co-founded MAsTMass and 
is currently based out of Pittsburgh, PA.
The Way of D/s - Fri 8:00 PM - Barrington 
Compassionate Communication - Sat 1:00 PM - Bristol
Pain Processing - Sat 8:00 PM - Bristol 
Taoist Tantra for Self Healing - Sun 10:00 AM - Bristol

DeLano  is dedicated to using his years of expe-
rience in the bondage scene to help others enjoy 
their time in rope more safely and fully. DeLano is 
the Assistant Instructor for Midori’s Rope Bondage 
Dojo® weekend intensives, and he co-moderates the 
Japanese RopeArt and the Shibari Enthusiasts Yahoo 
groups. He has also co-presented with Michele 
Serchuk on photographic collaborations in bondage 
imagery.
Scene Survival 101 - For New Players - Sat 1:00 PM - Kingston
Beyond Stretching - Sat 6:15 PM - Greenwich

Corey started to become a part of the leather com-
munity in the early 90’s but didn’t become active till 
the middle of 2000. Currently a member of the Bay 
State Marauders, New England Rubber Men, and 
FLAG, Corey was Mr FLAG 2012 and has started 
a local group for Pups and Trainers, NEPups.org. 
Corey is currently a full time student and has started 
his own cupcake company: Wicked Little Cakes.
Rubber 101 (New England Rubber Men) - Sat 2:45 PM - 637

Dov  is a NYC based artist and educator. A Shibari 
and single tail whip fanatic, Dov has given many 
presentations at places like TES, Shibaricon, and 
the Leather Leadership Conference. He has been 
involved for years both politically and artistically in 
creating works at Burning Man and other venues. 
His work varies from installations to performance 
art, both vanilla and fetish.
How to Throw a Whip - Fri 6:15 PM - Bristol
Fun and Pain with Canes  - Sat 6:15 PM - Wickford
Guerrilla Fetish Photography and the Law - Sat 9:45 PM - Bar-
rington
Crazy Glue Invisible Bondage and Infibulation - Sun 1:45 PM - 
Wickford

Aiden Fyre  enjoys pushing boundaries or decon-
structing them altogether as a dodecahedron of 
passion, play, and desire. Using life as a classroom, 
Aiden loves delving into love and relationships, 
sexuality, gender, kink, polyamory, and spirituality. 
Aiden advocates for authenticity in all areas of life - 
especially sexuality - and enjoys inspiring curiosity 
and exploration.
So You Want to Be a Slut? - Fri 10:15 PM - Kingston
Bucking the Binary - Sat 4:30 PM - Bristol
Serving With Excellence - Sat 9:45 PM - Greenwich
Never Say Never - Sun 10:00 AM - Rotunda

Carl As far back as grade school, Carl has identified 
as a Dominant all of his life. He began to incorpo-
rate BDSM and power exchange into his relation-
ships in the early 90’s which led to the realization 
that he wanted to live his life in a Master/slave 
construct. He currently lives with, and owns lisa 
and shares a vision with her of someday seeing their 
family complete as a M/s/s polyfidelitous triad.
Beyond 50 Shades - Sat 4:30 PM - 637

Cecilia Tan  is the founder of the Fetish Fair Flea-
market and has received the Pantheon of Leather 
President’s Award and the NLA: International 
Lifetime Achievement Award. She is the author of 
Slow Seduction, Slow Surrender, The Prince’s Boy, 
Edge Plays, Black Feathers, and many other books 
of BDSM fiction. She is also the founder of Circlet 
Press, Inc.
Author Readings - Sat 1:00 PM - 637
The Erotic Pen - Sat 4:30 PM - Barrington
Submissive Self Safety - Sat 8:00 PM - Wickford

David Wraith s is a Saint Louis native, writer, film-
maker, activist, and a co-founder of Sex Positive St. 
Louis. He’s a polyamorous, sado-masochistic exhibi-
tionist who has spent much of his adult life advocat-
ing for women’s reproductive freedom, people living 
with HIV, and gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgen-
der rights. He occasionally rants about movies, sex, 
and politics on his blog.
Sex Positive - Fri 6:15 PM - Barrington
Polyamory 101 - Sat 10:45 AM - Bristol
Bare as You Dare - Sat 4:30 PM - Greenwich
Macho Submission Workshop - Sun 10:00 AM - Barrington

Domino  has pursued his interest in the BDSM 
lifestyle for almost three decades, with a passion for 
whips. After working with Robert Dante, Sebastian, 
and Bob Deegan, Domino’s interest in the single tail 
was heightened with an interest in longer whips for 
both scene and sport cracking. His whip bag holds 
more than 50 examples of whip craftsmanship from 
all over the world. He is a true crack ”addict.”
Sensuous Single Tails - Sat 9:00 AM - Rotunda
Whips 101 - Sat 9:45 PM - Rotunda

Diamond  Blue’s second in command and first girl 
of Team Blue, and Châtelaine of Harmony House. 
She is a Shibari performer and model, crisis man-
agement operative, itinerant philosopher and al-
ways, always, Samurai and partner to the incompa-
rable Murphy Blue.
Poly Pitfalls - Sat 2:45 PM - Wickford
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Dunter  is a rope master with extensive knowledge 
in both the martial arts and military arenas. He 
learned pressure point techniques from Aikido, 
Acupuncture, and Kyoshu. He has adapted pressure 
points for BDSM. He is also a player with almost 
two decades of experience in various kinky disci-
plines. An aged player, he likes to share his knowl-
edge. He is a Master by day, and a Vampire by night.
Control by pressure point. - Sat 9:00 AM - Barrington
Sexual Bondage & Intro to Ichinawa - Sat 6:15 PM - Barrington

GRLee   attended her first tickle class 3 years ago. 
Intending to only observe, she quickly discovered 
deep pleasure in being helpless under the onslaught 
of evil wiggling fingers. Looking for more classes, 
GRLee immediately became a member of NELA. 
First a demo-bottom and now a co-presenter, GRLee 
is committed to making it easy for newcomers to 
safely follow their own path of self-discovery.
Guide to Communications & Negotiations - Fri 10:15 PM - 
Wickford
Tickle Play, Tickle Torture - Sat 8:00 PM - Barrington
Pedular Enthusiasm - Sun 10:00 AM - Wickford
Pedular Enthusiasm II - Sun 11:45 AM - Wickford

Lady Shimla  and her partner Doug are the moving 
force behind Violet Wand Store and its more vanil-
la sister 4-Erotica Stores. She has been involved in 
leather for more years than she cares to admit. Her 
vast knowledge and experience come from many 
years of practice, and taking advantage of the gener-
ous nature of her mentors! Weekends she travels to 
events across the continent as both a presenter and a 
vendor.
Introduction to Violet Wands - Sat 9:00 AM - Wickford

JustDerek
Rope Lounge: Friday - Fri 7:00 PM - 632
Rope Lounge: Saturday - Sat 9:00 AM - 632
Rope Lounge: Sunday - Sun 10:00 AM - 632

Hypnoguru , a Certified Master Hypnotherapist and 
Performance Hypnotist, Bryan Cassidy has a lifelong 
interest in the field. Bryan is accredited through the 
National Society of Hypnotherapists and the Society 
of Experiential Trance, and is a founding member 
of Philadelphia’s Erotic Hypnosis Group. He enjoys 
falling snow and long walks in your mind.
Erotic Hypnosis 101 - Fri 8:00 PM - Wickford
Deeper, Faster - Sat 9:00 AM - Kingston
Hypnotic Arousal & Orgasm - Sat 6:15 PM - Kingston
Long-Term Hypnoerotic Control - Sun 1:45 PM - Kingston

Hedwig  is a queer, polyamorous, femme switch 
who was born, raised and recently moved back to 
Sweden after 5 years in London. She came out in 
the scene in Sweden and London in 2008. She is 
a former crew member of Peer Rope London and 
founded Hitchin’ Bitches in late 2011. The best kind 
of rope she knows is the one which make her cry 
and/or laugh. Preferably both, at the same time.
Freestyle Floorwork - Sat 2:45 PM - Barrington
One Rope Hotness - Sun 10:00 AM - Kingston

Max has been active in Seattle’s kink community 
since 1992 and has taught publicly and privately 
since 1999. He projects a gentle, dominant energy. 
His scenes generally include rope, and his relation-
ships include a substantial D/S component.
Topping to the Next Level - Fri 10:15 PM - Bristol
Bondage from the Bottom’s Perspective - Sat 2:45 PM - Bristol
Hogties and Ebis - Sat 8:00 PM - Rotunda
Making Your Rope Scenes HOT - Sun 1:45 PM - Bristol

Lisa is a bit of a late bloomer, is namely submissive. 
She most accurately and comfortably identifies as a 
slave and revels in the freedom of being owned by 
Carl and delights in serving for his pleasure. 2013, 
Carl and lisa launched NHOT (New Hampshire 
Order of the Triskelion) for the exploration of Power 
Exchange and its benefit to body, mind and spirit.
Beyond 50 Shades - Sat 4:30 PM - 637

Laura Antoniou  author of The Marketplace Series - 
The Marketplace, The Slave & The Trainer in print at 
Circlet Press and available as e-books. The Academy 
and The Reunion were re-published in 2012, fol-
lowed by The Inheritor. Cinema Erotica, former title 
The Catalyst, is an e-book with Ravenous Romance. 
Shop Stud & Musclebound, gay smut, available from 
Renaissance E-books. Too many anthology appear-
ances to list!
Author Readings - Sat 1:00 PM - 637
Romantic Surrender - Sat 4:30 PM - Kingston
Whatever YOU Want - Sun 1:45 PM - Greenwich

Presenter Biographies

egotwistnh
Photo Lounge: Friday (Artist M&G) - Fri 6:00 PM - 607
Photo Lounge: Saturday - Sat 11:00 AM - 607
Photo Lounge: Sunday - Sun 11:00 AM - 607

La Dresseau
Pony Paddock - Sat 10:00 AM - Grand Foyer
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Midori  is one of our favorite presenters at Fetish 
Fair Fleamarket and NELA fan, we wonder if she 
ever sleeps or if she’s cloned herself. A sex-positive 
activist, she’s made an improbable career out of 
being the traveling sexpert. Don’t miss the ground-
breaking book Seductive Art of Japanese Bondage  
which first opened the mysteries to Westerners, and 
her hot essays and twisted dark science fiction.
The Art of Feminine Dominance - Fri 8:00 PM - Bristol
Best Kink Advice Nobody Ever Told You - Sat 10:45 AM - Rotunda
Make ‘em Blush, Make ‘em Squirm - Sat 2:45 PM - Rotunda
Hands On Rope Bondage - Sun 11:45 AM - Bristol

P.E.T.E.!  has taught numerous tickle classes for 
NELA and for groups such as NED/s, WMPE, and 
the Society, and is an online instructor for the Kink 
Academy. He is also the creator of Tickle New En-
gland.
Guide to Communications & Negotiations - Fri 10:15 PM - 
Wickford
Tickle Play, Tickle Torture - Sat 8:00 PM - Barrington
Pedular Enthusiasm - Sun 10:00 AM - Wickford
Pedular Enthusiasm II - Sun 11:45 AM - Wickford

Raven Kaldera  builds bridges and crosses bound-
aries between communities: a Northern Tradition 
shaman, an intersex/transgender FTM activist, an 
erotica educator, a polyamorous parent, and an au-
thor of many books and articles.
The Invisible Toybox - Sat 10:45 AM - Greenwich
Emotional Edgeplay - Sat 2:45 PM - Greenwich

Opn  is a queer little fat girl who likes to play and thinks 
building kinky community is hot. An active member 
of Mob New England and a NELA associate, she can 
be found at the Flea hosting NELA Welcome Wagon 
sessions.  Opn’s latest fun project was producing the 
2014 Mob Hanky Code Calendar (still on sale at the 
Mob Community Table!) and she can be reached at: 
opnheartd@hotmail.com.
NELA Welcome Wagon - Fri 6:15 PM - 637
NELA Welcome Wagon - Sat 9:00 AM - 637

Murphy Blue “The Blue” became fascinated with 
rope bondage in 2000 when he bartended a fetish 
party. Mostly self-taught he is constantly learning 
more about Shibari and ways to refine his rope-
work.”
Discovering Your Inner Sadist - Fri 8:00 PM - Greenwich
Arm Bindings - Sat 9:00 AM - Bristol
Hip Harnesses - Sat 4:30 PM - Rotunda
Energy and Rope - Sun 10:00 AM - Greenwich

Mr. Dream  has been hypnotizing folks for 11 years, 
and organizing events, classes, parties and confer-
ences for four. He is the founder of the TES Hyp-
nokink SIG in NYC and organizes Deepmind Dark-
wood. He enjoys teaching BDSM and Hypnosis, 
whether one-on-one or in lectures and workshops. 
He is also the inventor of the Muahahaha test” as the 
founder of the League of Ethical Evil Hypnotists.”
Hands on Hypnokink - Sat 1:00 PM - Greenwich
Hypnosis in the Dungeon - Sat 9:45 PM - Kingston

Miss Cindy  is a member of The Society, WMPE, 
and Femdom New England. She has been in the 
BDSM lifestyle for five years. She is a Switch who is 
collared but able to still enjoy Dominating at times. 
She is very involved with Femdom New England. 
She helps organize munches and like events.
FemDom Round Table  - Sun 11:45 AM - Greenwich

RopeRider is the organizer of the rope bondage 
convention Bound In Boston. He began his journey 
with rope bondage as a fetish photographer, but 
quickly found that he enjoys both participating in 
and photographing rope play.
90 Minutes of Rope - Sat 9:00 AM - Greenwich
Fucking With Your Camera - Sun 11:45 AM - Kingston

Sarah Sloane is a sex- and kink-positive educa-
tor from Chicago. Over the last twelve years, she 
has instigated, inspired, and educated people from 
all walks of life in classes at alternative sexuality 
events, college lectures, professional organizations, 
non-profit social justice organizations and retail 
establishments.
Fingering, Figging & Fisting - Fri 6:15 PM - Wickford
Being a Happy Bootwhore - Sat 10:45 AM - Kingston
Cigars - Smokin’ Hot Play - Sat 2:45 PM - Poolside Patio
Beyond Consent - Sun 11:45 AM - Rotunda

Roughinamorato  is a charmingly sadistic bastard 
who firmly believes that kink should be fun. He runs 
Rough Crowd and BAM! Chicago, and has taught at 
nationally-renown clubs in Chicago, GD2 and the 
LRA, events including Shibaricon, MadTownKink-
Fest, Tournament, and Spankfest/Tryst.
Full Body Spanking - Fri 6:15 PM - Kingston
Boots, Cigars, and Chocolate (Social) - Sat 4:30 PM - Patio
Predicament Play - Sat 6:15 PM - Rotunda
Introduction to Rough Body Play - Sat 9:45 PM - Bristol
Balloon Bondage - Sun 1:45 PM - Rotunda
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Trialsinner : Rope artist, sadist, mind-fucker, deli-
ciously evil polyglamorous asshole from Boston.
Rope Theory - Fri 10:15 PM - Greenwich
Found-Object Bondage - Sat 1:00 PM - Wickford

Sluttydee  RN is a Safer sex educator and Nurse who 
works at a local free STD clinic. She meets with pa-
tients every day who are looking to maximize their 
fun, while reducing their risk level. Dee has been in 
the scene for three years - she started at the Kinky 
Seder, and has been enjoying bondage and escape 
ever since! She identifies as a submissive, occasional 
switch, and all-the-time-brat.
Safer Sex It Up!  - Sat 10:45 AM - 637

Sepiessa is a self-proclaimed YogaGeek, is immersed 
in a long-standing love affair with everything yoga (the 
mindspace, sense of floatiness, the squeeze and release, 
etc). She’s practiced yoga since 1997 and was certified 
to teach by a well-respected school in the summer of 
2003. Little did she know that years later she’d discover 
the many parallels between kink and yoga.
NELA’s Kinky Yoga SIG: Thai ‘em up. - Sun 10:00 AM - 637

Wintersong  teaches workshops on a variety of 
erotic and kink techniques, specializing in needle 
play, cbt, polyamory, roleplaying, and playing with 
unusual fetishes, as well as on LGBT issues and 
spirituality topics. He is Assistant Producer for Dark 
Odyssey, and a regular contributor to the LGBT blog 
The Bilerico Project.” Winter has presented at many 
top events and appeared in two TV documentaries.”
Making an Unusual Fetish Work - Fri 8:00 PM - Kingston
Strategies for Trans*/Cis Erotic Play - Sat 2:45 PM - Kingston
Kink and Disability - Sat 8:00 PM - Kingston
Crafting Sacred Trauma - Sun 1:45 PM - Barrington

Twitch-the-switch
Rope Lounge: Friday - Fri 7:00 PM - 632
Rope Lounge: Saturday - Sat 9:00 AM - 632
Rope Lounge: Sunday - Sun 10:00 AM - 632

SwitchMe  is a co-gendered, bisexual, polyamorous 
switch and sexual cosmonaut.   My teaching finds 
me on the east coast at events such as Sacred Sexu-
ality Beltane, Fires of Venus, Dark Odyssey, Queer 
Play Con, Transcending Boundaries, Rose & Thorn 
and Translating Identity. I’ve ventured to Chicago 
for ALPSEC and San Francisco for Urban Tantra.  I 
am also certified as an Urban Tantra Professional.
Hot!  New ways to play - Fri 10:15 PM - Barrington
The Fine Art of Prostate Massage - Sat 1:00 PM - Barrington

Suzanne SxySadist  is a Connecticut based life-
style switch, professional dominant, Life Coach and 
BDSM Educator with over a decade of experience 
in the public scene. She is a Body Electric trained 
Sacred Intimate. More info on her can be found on 
her web site at www.SxySadist.com.
Beginning Single Tail - Sat 1:00 PM - Rotunda
Cock and ball torment from A to Z - Sat 9:45 PM - Wickford

ZanyM  (or Morgan) has been in the BDSM scene 
for over a decade. A silly playful toppy sadist, a 
mischievous alpha geek, and a reaction junkie, her 
first love kink-wise is rope. Morgan is a co-coordi-
nator of the TES Hypnokink SIG with her partner-
in-crime MrDream. If you want to get on her good 
side, bring her dark chocolate. She seemed so sweet 
and innocent until I got to know her.
It hurts so good! - Sat 10:45 AM - Wickford
Kinesthetic Trance - Sun 11:45 AM - Barrington

Wyldcat  has been involved in the kink scene since 
2009. Today she is known as an accomplished Fe-
male Rigger, Member of Team Blue, and a Savage 
Switch. Wyldcat travels wherever the ‘blue’ winds 
take her, sharing the art and joy of Kink, Rope, and 
American style rigging.
Rope 101 - Fri 6:15 PM - Greenwich

Presenter Biographies
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6 Point Bed Bondage & Bear Claws : Our flagship 
product is a 6 Point Bed Bondage System that will 
keep your bottom right where you want them, for as 
long as you want them there. Bear Claws are amazing 
sensation play toys that can produce a wide array of 
sensations, tickles to screaming pain.

A Beautiful Corset is back again representing Vol-
lers, the Corset Company. All our corsets are real 
steel, handmade in the UK and the only corset in the 
world that comes with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE!
Agreeable Agony : Toys for pleasure, and toys for 
pain… Agreeable Agony is a collective of crafters/
artisans and kinksters from the east coast who make 
unique handmade floggers, impact toys, candles, 
claws, pretty colored bondage rope, and other kinky 
toys, and have a passion for sex education! Come 
check us out, we have demo bottoms and demo tops 
available for the curious!

Dragontailz : has been producing quality leather 
bdsm toys since 2002. Sir Randy has been a leather-
smith for over 20 years and specializes in producing 
quality leather dragontails, floggers, collars, cuffs/re-
straints.  All products are handmade in North Caroli-
na and carry lifetime warranty. 

Dominance Loving Leather : Evil Sticks and quality 
leather products.

Details Toys : Thanks for making us one of the most 
popular “lifestyle” Flogger makers in the Country. 
We’ve been lovingly crafting our handmade Floggers 
for over 15 years. You could pay more elsewhere but 
why would you want to??? Floggers, Whips, vampire 
gloves/Mitts, Rose Floggers/Crops & our popular 
Flogging DVD.

Delicious Boutique and Corseterie : Completely 
unique blend of post-apocalyptic, steampunk-in-
spired, neo-tribal couture for women and men. We 
feature handmade custom corsets, one-of-a-kind col-
lection pieces, leather holsters, gear belts, and appar-
el. Our focus is and always has been on quality and 
originality. We provide a completely unique selection 
of items that will appeal to the adventurous, fash-
ion-inspired fetishist looking for higher-end offerings.

D. L. King Erotica : Purveyor of erotic literature writ-
ten by, edited by, or with a story by D. L. King.

Crystal Delights : Adult art glass featuring Swarovski 
crystals, vintage medallions and both real and faux 
fur tails.

Cowgirl Creations : (Crafted with Lust!) uses veg-
an-friendly materials including vinyl and elastic to 
create interesting, effective, high-quality items at 
affordable prices. Our toys produce a variety of sensa-
tions and we have much more than just impact toys. 
From braided cat-o-nine-tails to floggers, slappers to 
blindfolds, there’s something for every kinkster!

Cloak & Dagger Creations : Corsets, coordinating 
skirts and jackets, cloaks and outerwear, watches, 
waistcoats, top hats and tiaras await you. Unique 
handmade pieces combined with quality mass-pro-
duced items create stunning looks. Here you can dress 
your inner self. Just remember, no matter what you’ve 
been doing, you can always cover it with a cloak.

Circlet Press : Publisher of BDSM fiction (including 
Laura Antoniou’s MARKETPLACE series), erotic sci-
ence fiction, and paranormal romance. We also carry 
BDSM how to books, kink manuals of all kinds, and 
photo books/graphic novels.

Canes4pain.com : has been supplying awesome rat-
tan disciplinary canes since 2000. Over fifty styles are 
available, all with a lifetime guarantee! A must-have 
for everyone!

Bunswitcher’s Benches : The Spankmeister is a 
spanking bench designed for maximum comfort, 
total immobilization, attractive presentation of the 
spankee, and a variety of play scenes.

Big Head Studio : is your one stop shop for all things 
electric. We carry T.E.N.S. units, Violet Wands and 
our own line of Custom Wand Accessories. We create 
Custom Suspension rings and our own brand of su-
per premium liquid latex.

Program Cover Image
Anthelian : Fine art erotica and image transfers by 
Anthelian.  

SPONSOR
AMAZING Intimate Essentials is New England’s 
premier intimate product retailer. Our 27 retail 
locations throughout Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 
Connecticut, Maine, New York and Texas stock a 
wide variety of intimate products such as massagers, 
personal lubricants, fantasy toys, lingerie, sensual 
gifts, sexual enhancers and adult DVD.

Vendors
SPONSOR

Choice Social Club: Choice Social Club is New En-
gland’s premier private adult lifestyle club.
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s KJ Canes : Designer & Economy BDSM Canes for 

every budget. We offer Acrylic, Lexan, Rattan, Metal, 
Carbon & Delrin canes, even some that *glow in the 
dark* and others that *light-up*. We also have Fetish 
Jewelry & Collars, Bondage & Corporal Toys, Medical 
Gadgets, Low-Temp Candles & lots of other fun stuff.

Lust Beads : Creates luxury erotic jewelry for you to 
wear and enjoy. Choose from nipple jewelry, Morse 
Code jewelry, beaded chokers, and more. Because 
who doesn’t deserve the best in the bedroom? Cus-
tom orders welcome!

Dungeon Bags by Damon Dark : offers customized 
gear bags for the storage, transportation and display 
of all your gear. These bags feature quality workman-
ship and are essentially a dungeon on wheels with 
their own lighting system and gear rack options. For 
all your gear and toys, www.DungeonBag.com.

Knotty Designs : Custom handmade paracord 
products for your knotty needs. Items include flog-
gers, including our new heavyweight floggers, collars, 
leashes for four or two legged pets, bracelets and oth-
er decorative accoutrement, and check out our line of 
just plain silly items. Octopodes, daleks, why not? We 
can also custom wrap the handle of that new paddle.

Love Your Sexy Body : Hand Made Masquerade 
Products. Lace Masks, Light Weight Metal Masks, 
Chokers, Fashion BDSM products for Party and Bed-
room Play. Pasties and Body Tattoos, Ostrich Feather 
line (wings, ticklers). Hand Made Non-Piercing & 
Piercing Jewelry.

Leather By Danny : Unique Bondage gear and toys. 
High quality construction and design for comfort as 
well as security. LBD : “It’s important to be comfort-
able while your being tortured!!”

Le Chateau Exotique : The BDSM department store 
with all of your fetish and play needs under one roof. 
We make custom corsets and sells off the rack corsets 
as well. We cater to men and women from the club 
to the dungeon. You’ll find a store full of men’s and 
women’s leather clothing, uniforms, kilts, & latex 
from subtle to sublime. 

Kinky Spirits : a full service adult retailer. You name 
it we carry it, from the simplest of vibrators all the 
way up to a sybian. Large array of fetish and bondage 
gear. Violet wands, animal role play, and much more.

HennaDancer : Beautiful henna body art in tradi-
tional or modern designs, glitter hand-drawn body 
jewelry that lasts several days, to accent any outfit (or 
none!), and pin-backed buttons with lifestyle quotes, 
or custom buttons made while you wait.

Haka LLC : Pretty Plugs, Latex clothing, Lingerie and 
accessories.

Geeks After Dark : sex toys and geeky unique bdsm 
toys including cat5 floggers and dice nipple clamps 
and necomimi cat ears.

Glamour Boutique : Direct supplier of steel boned 
corsets for women and men.

ForMySir.com : Rare Books & Kinky Antiques: 
French & English Victorian Erotica and Flagellation 
Literature, pre-1950s US clandestine Erotica, Erotic 
Poetry, Classical Erotica (Greek/Roman). Razor & 
Paddle Strops, Fids, Whips, Prints, Brushes & Mir-
rors, Hand-Crank Electro-Magneto Generators.

Fetish Millwork : our goal is to make that special 
something you have always wanted. We do custom 
floggers, paddles, collars, crops, and furniture, some 
of them while you wait. So come over and see if we 
can make what it is you want.

EF Leathercraft/EF Whips :Hand Crafted Kangaroo 
and Nylon Whips, Leather Floggers, Cuffs, Leather 
Rose Cuffs and Collars, and Other Custom Leather 
Goods www.efleathercraft.com, www.kangaroowhips.
com

Dungeon in a Bag : is the sturdiest, most compact, 
easy setup cross/table on the market. It comes in a bag 
on wheels and there is lots of room for other toys in 
the bag so you have everything you need for a great 
scene neatly assembled in one place. It has never been 
easier to put your submissive in a position that ren-
ders them completely vulnerable and at your disposal.

Marvelous Mayhem : Made in the USA mens & 
womens fabric & leather corsets, waist cinches vests, 
shirts, skirts, dresses, pants, shorts & accessories S-3X

Mercy Floggers : Affordable floggers. All hand made 
by me. Custom ones also made. Not your regular run 
of the mill floggers each one as unique as you. Don’t 
you deserve one of the best
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Mischief & Mirth Studios : Creators of hand tooled 
leather masks and accessories. We feature a variety of 
mask styles, from primal to playful, demure to darkly 
elegant. Our accessories include exotic collars and 
cuffs, ears, hair adornments and more.

RopeExtremes : 3 strand hemp, braided hemp, Band-
aRope, nylon, mfp, paracord, rope cuffs, rope leashes, 
rope collars, suspension rings, carabiners, swivels, 
hard point slings, emt shears, wurtenberg wheels, 
bondage books, locks.

Robert Quill : Robert Quill and his wife Rae are 
artists of very different persuasions. Robert specializ-
es in custom illustration work for individual clients... 
portraiture, character sketches, glamour images, etc. 
Rae creates individually crafted, spooky “Kreepsakes” 
cameo jewelry. Come browse their work!

Purple Passion / DV8 : We sell men’s and women’s 
latex, leather and PVC clothing, corsets bondage toys, 
and insert-ables. We have a store located in Manhat-
tan NYC and have been in business since 1992.

Pendragon Chainmail : If you can think it I can link 
it! Chainmail whips, floggers, straptops, shirts, skirts 
and more! All chainmail is hand-made by me, from 
coiling and cutting links to assembly and repairs. All 
items have a lifetime guarantee for repairs and size 
adjustments.

njoy : Deluxe stainless steel instruments of pleasure.

Needleplay Design : www.NeedlePlayDesign.com  
we are unique kinky custom embroiderers who do 
personalized T-shirts, tanks, hats, towels, blankets, 
leather bags and various other goods. At vending 
events, we bring our machines to do on the spot per-
sonalization! 

Nancy’s Basement : Shop for a variety of spanking 
toys and fun stuff! I have paddles, canes, buttons, 
bookmarks, jewelry, magnets, barbecue aprons and 
spanking bolsters! This year I also have organza boas, 
and pasties of all kinds for your nipple enhancement!

Mr. Malaprop Design : Select domestic and exotic 
hardwoods to offer a variety of unusual and light 
weight impact play toys and floggers.

CONNECT TO OUR FACEBOOK FOR WEEKLY UPDATES 
ON FETISH EVENTS 

SUPPORTING THE FETISH COMMUNITY 
FOR OVER 20 YEARS

124 SNOW STREET 
PROVIDENCE, RI 

ProvidenceEagle

ProvidenceEagle.com 

Vendors
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Rubber Masters : We make handcrafted fetish gear 
out of industrial rubber: Ball gags and other gags, 
restraints, whips, floggers, singletails, blindfolds, 
harnesses, suspenders, arm bands, wrist bands, kilts, 
vests, and cbt gear.

Steel Bones : offers hundreds of corsets that are on 
hand, in stock, take home a pile of them today. They 
are the highest quality that you will ever find and the 
price point is perfect. Get you some instant gratifica-
tion.

Tandy Leather Factory : Offers raw leather, leather-
crafting tools, and hardware for all of your crafting 
needs. We’d love to show you how to design and 
produce your own custom leather items.

Sunspot Designs : Unique jewelry and offbeat gifts 
for mortals and others.

The Lady and The Leopard : Historically based and 
fantasy fashions for theater, reenactment, role play-
ing, and just plain fun. Well made corsets, kilts, frock 
coats, etc, and accessories including hats and walking 
sticks. If we don’t have what you want, we can prob-
ably find it or make it for you. We welcome custom 
orders.

The Kink Shop : Features high quality, hand crafted 
toys for impact play including whips of kangaroo, 
leather, and nylon; swivel floggers and rattan canes. 
We also have the TaZapper and claw gloves, as well as 
a full line of rubber toys.

Sarah Gregory Spanking : Fetish model and produc-
er. I produce and sell my own Spanking DVDs as well 
as other fun merchandise. This includes, spanking 
implements (canes, paddles, straps, etc.), spanking 
slogan tee shirts, school girl uniforms, and used latex 
and fetish wear.

Rubio Leather : Men leather fetish wear. Uniforms, 
shirts, pants, jackets, vests, overalls, harness, suspend-
ers, jocks, shorts and much more. www.rubioleather.
com

Vicious Whips : A purveyor of quality nylon whips 
and floggers! We are known for our shot loaded bull 
whips and snake whips. Come check out our new-
est line of nylon floggers! All of our toys are evenly 
weighted and balanced for great control and preci-
sion; with fully customizable colors and patterns.

Violet Wand Store : Specializing in high quality, rea-
sonably priced items to enhance your sensual expe-
riences. Violet wand kits and large selection of violet 
wand accessories, acrylic and carbon fiber canes, 
leather items including leather cuffs. We offer a new 
line of affordable/portable dungeon furniture such as 
St. Andrew’s Cross and a Sex Sling. Unique sex toys 
made from glass, stainless steel and gemstones.

Utilikilts : We sell men’s utility kilts and kilt accesso-
ries. ie: Shirts, Kilt belts, socks, belt buckles.

TotemX Creations : The creator of the Claw Paw, the 
BEST sensation toy you can fit in your pocket. Each 
finger is tipped by a point of curved metal buried in 
thick, rich, fur which covers the palm and fingers of 
the glove for superb sensation.

Toolworks Chicago : Floggers,paddles,canes,dildos, 
in highly polished aluminum,most unique,and one of 
a kind. Also an economical line of toys in rubber and 
plastic.

The Latex Store : One of the Internet’s largest retail 
latex stores. Our goal is and has always been to bring 
the finest latex products available to our devoted 
customers at great prices. You may see our “The Latex 
Store” brand of clothing in many retail brick and 
mortar stores. After 14 years and thousands of sales 
we still have a passion for latex clothing and a desire 
to see that next first time customer swoon the first 
time they put on one of our dresses.

Note:  These are the vendors that were confirmed 
at press time. More vendors have been added and 
are on-site.
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Class Room Time Class Room Time

• Leather & Straps
• Studs & Spikes
• Snaps & Hardware
• Buckles & Rings
• Leather Dyes & Finishes

Tandy Leather has locations 
globally offering a variety of 
quality leathercraft supplies.

LEATHER
www.tandyleather.com

TLF_NELAad_0114

Your Schedule Your Schedule
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